With all our attention on the clash between the foul forces of Saruman and the valiant Riders of Rohan, we thought it would be a great idea to get you started on a project you can finish at a terrain clinic in one of our Hobby Centers in October!

TEAR DOWN THE WALLS!
*After You Build Them, of Course*

**MATERIALS**
- 1/4" Foamboard
- Thick card
- Polystyrene foam
- Ready-mix filler
- Pins
- White glue
- Textured paint

**THE DEEPING WALL**

The main thrust of the Uruk-hai's attack is against the Deeping Wall, defended by Aragorn, Legolas, Gimli, the Men of Rohan, and Haldir's Elves. Its only weakness is the culvert that Saruman exploits to terrible advantage.

The Deeping Wall is a fun and easy scenery project, whether you're an old hand at terrain building or just starting your scenery collection. In building this terrain piece, you'll practice a number of useful scenery-building techniques.

1. Cut the following parts from 1/4" foamboard: one front wall (8" x 5 1/4") and one back wall (8" x 4 1/4").

2. Cut one floor section (8" x 2") and one battlement strip (8" x 1").

3. Cut out two side walls (4" x 2").

4. Mark three equally spaced firing slots, 1/4" wide and 1" deep, onto the battlement strip.

5. Glue the side walls to the back wall. Use pins to secure the model while it dries. Remove the pins afterward.

6. Glue the top in place on the side walls and against the back wall.
7. Once the model is dry, glue the front wall in place and attach the battlement strip.

8. To make a beveled battlement, mark a line 1/2" from the top edge and cut along the line at an angle.

9. Cut out the firing slots through both layers of foamboard and the beveled edge.

10. Using polystyrene foam, cut a stair section 1 1/4" wide and 4 1/4" high.

11. Glue this section to the wall. Finally, create brickwork by gluing 3/4" x 1/4" card rectangles to the wall.

Alternative Stage. To add a culvert, cut out an archway at stage 7. This section of the wall has no stairs.

For more information on completing your Deeping Wall project, take a look at The Two Towers Journeybook and How to Make Wargames Terrain.

You can also visit your local Hobby Center in October and participate in the terrain clinics and great mega-battles they have planned. Every Thursday night is The Lord of The Rings Night! Also, for links to more articles about building walls for The Lord of The Rings game, head to: www.games-workshop.com/whitedwarfw4321.